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Abstract

A novel technique for random optical encoding is suggested. The proposed technique is based upon two binary masks: an
encoding mask and a decoding mask. Each mask in itself is random, and contains no information that may be decoded. Only
when the two masks are joined together, the decoded information is revealed. This way, the encoding of gray level as well as
color information is possible. This approach is especially suitable for security applications. q 2000 Published by Elsevier
Science B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The need to encode information, in a way that
will make it immune to decoding by unauthorized
persons, exists for thousands of years. Recently, due
to their parallelism and high spatial resolution, a few
interesting encoding techniques were investigated and
implemented by optical means. Some of these tech-

w x w xniques are described in Refs. 1–5 . Ref. 1 uses a
Ž .phase encoded joint transform correlator JTC to

decode the encrypted image with the same random
phase mask used in the encryption procedure. Ref.
w x2 proposes a security verification method using a
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transform random phase masks as an optical mark
bonded to a document or other product. This mask
consists of separated and shifted fragments of a

w xreference phase mask. Ref. 3 presents a security
verification system consisting of holographic secu-
rity emblem in which information is covertly stored
and an automated reader based on a JTC. A holo-
graphic encoding method is used to produce an
emblem that stores the required phase andror ampli-
tude information in the form of a complex 3-D
diffraction pattern that can only be interpreted

w xthrough the use of a second ‘key’ hologram. Ref. 4
suggests to use a new, phase only encryption tech-
nique, that is based on a phase coding method. This
method uses a generalization of the Zernike phase
contrast technique, but overcomes the small phase
angle limitation of the Zernike method. An experi-
mental demonstration of this phase coding technique

w xfor image formation has been introduced by Ref. 5 .
In this approach, the spatial average value of an
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input phase modulated image is combined with pre
estimated phase retardation reduced by a phase con-
trast filter.

Hereby, we suggest a technique which recon-
structs information from two random spatial masks.
The first mask encodes the desired information while
the second mask serves as a decoding mask. Each
mask in itself is completely random, and therefore
encoding is extremely complicated. Only when both
masks are simultaneously used, the encoded informa-
tion is revealed. Only when the exact encoding and
decoding masks are used, exact reconstruction of the
hidden information is obtained. The following ap-
proach is suitable for the encoding and decoding of
gray level as well as color information. In addition, it
can be used as a tool to encrypt the transmission of
temporal signals, making it especially useful for
security applications.

2. Encoding procedure

The image to be encoded is divided into rectangu-
lar pixels. Within each such a pixel, a corresponding
binary rectangle is plotted. The decoding mask is
built out of rectangles having random widths in both
dimensions and a random position within a prede-
fined region of the specific pixel that is being de-
coded. The encoding mask contains the same random
rectangles as well. Their positions are matched to the
positions and widths of the decoding rectangles such
that the multiplication between the two masks results
in the desired gray level of that specific pixel in the
encoded image. Observing the schematic Fig. 1, one
may see that the amount of overlap between the

Fig. 1. Schematic plot of the technique.

specific rectangles in the encoding and decoding
masks is proportional to the gray level of the specific
pixel of the encoded image. If no overlap exists, the
multiplication in that specific pixel yields a zero
value. Otherwise, the energy of that pixel after the
multiplication corresponds to the overlapping area.
Thus, the spatial resolution used for the positioning
of those rectangles within the pixel must correspond
to the number of gray-scale values that exist within
the encoded image. Mathematically, one may write

Ž .the following expression for each n,m pixel of the
decoding mask:

DM x , yŽ .n ,m

xyx ynD yyy ymDn m
s rect , 1Ž .ž /D Dx yn m

where D ,D are the widths of the binary rectan-x yn m

gle, x and y are its horizontal and vertical posi-n m

tion within the pixel’s region, respectively, and D is
the pixel’s width and height. All those variables
Ž .besides D are random variables with uniform prob-
ability density function. The fact that those parame-
ters are randomly distributed, drastically reduces the
probability of decoding the information without the
decoding mask.

Ž .Denoting by g n,m the image to be encoded,
one may write the expression for the encoding mask
as:

EM x , yŽ .n ,m

(xyx ynDqD yD g n ,mŽ .n x xn ns rect ,ž Dx n

(yyy ymDqD yD g n ,mŽ .m y ym m 2Ž ./Dym

Ž .where g n,m is normalized to unity.
The rectangle dimensions must be restricted to the

Ž . Ž .region 1r4 D F D ,D F 1r2 D in order tox yn m

achieve reasonable light efficiency on one hand,
while on the other hand avoiding overlap between
neighboring pixels. The requirement for neighboring
pixels to be separated also leads to the following

< < Ž . < < Žcondition: x G 3D y Dr2 , y G 3D yn x m yn m

.Dr2 .
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This way the following equation may be written
for the energy of the overlapping area between the
two masks:

EM x , y =DM x , y d xd yŽ . Ž .HH n ,m n ,m
Ž . Ž .x , y gpixel n ,m

sg n ,m . 3Ž . Ž .
As mentioned earlier, the number of gray levels is

proportional to the positioning accuracy of the plot-
ting device. Keeping in mind that a complete overlap
yields the maximal number of gray level value, while
non-overlapping areas yield a minimal gray level
value, the number of gray levels is given by:

min D DŽ .x nNGs s 4Ž .
PS 4PS

where NG is the number of available gray levels and
PS is the positioning accuracy of the plotting device.
Assuming a pixel size of 64 mm and positioning
accuracy of 1 mm, 16 gray levels are available.

The optical setup for testing the quality of the
Ž .reconstructed information is presented in Fig. 2 a .

The two masks are joined and the light intensity
passing through is proportional to the spatial multi-
plication between them. This operation reconstructs
the decoded information. The decoded information
may serves as the input for an optical correlator,
which compares it to the reference information and
reproduces a correlation peak, which gives an indica-
tion of the quality of reconstruction. Another option

Fig. 2. Two possibilities for optical setup that test the quality of
reconstruction.

is to use a CCD camera in order to grab the obtained
image and perform decisions digitally.

Up to now, no propagation distance between the
two masks has been assumed. However, they do not
need to be physically attached. The two masks may
be placed in a certain predetermined distance of Z as

Ž .seen in Fig. 2 b . In this case the encoding mask
should be the inverse Fresnel transform of the mask

Ž .written in Eq. 2 :

EM x , yŽ .n ,m

(x yx qD yD g n ,mŽ .0 n x xn nsHHrect ,ž Dx n

(y yy qD yD g n ,mŽ .0 m y ym m /Dym

=
ip 2 2exp x yx q y yy d x d y .Ž . Ž .� 40 0 0 0
lZ

5Ž .

Since this Z distance is unknown to the intruder,
his decoding operation becomes even more compli-
cated. However, in this configuration the encoding
mask is not a pure amplitude mask, and may contain
phase information as well. Although the production
of this mask is more complex, it may be advanta-
geous for security applications.

3. Encoding colored information

A variation on the above method should be used
when the spatial information is colored and repre-
sented using the RGB representation. In this case,
each pixel should be divided into three non-uniform
sub regions, representing the red, green and blue
information respectively. In each sub region a proper
rectangle is plotted. Note that in order to increase the
decoding complexity, the colors of the rectangles
plotted in the sub regions of the decoding mask may
not match the colors of the rectangles in the corre-
sponding sub regions of the encoding mask. How-
ever, the overall mixture between the colors of all
three sub regions in the encoding and the decoding
masks should reproduce the desired color with its
proper intensity. For the color information case, each
section of the encoding mask can be expressed math-
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ematically as:

EM x , yŽ .ni ,mi

(xyx qD yD g ni ,mi ynDŽ .ni x xni n is rect ,ž Dx ni

(yyy qD yD g ni ,mi ymDŽ .mi y ym i m i 6Ž ./Dym i

w xwhere ig 1–3 correspond to red, green and blue,
respectively.

Ž . Ž .Fig. 3. Experimental results: a the input image; b the encoding
Ž . Ž . Ž .mask; c the decoding mask; d the reconstructed image; e the

Ž .correlation peak; and f its cross-section.

Ž .Fig. 3 continued .

The encoding mask is the sum of its three sec-
tions:

3

EM x , y s EM x , y . 7Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýn ,m ni ,mi
is1

4. Simulations and experiment

In order to test the encoding capabilities of the
suggested technique an image consisting of 16=16
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Ž .pixels was encoded. The image is seen in Fig. 3 a .
It has four gray-scale values, equally spaced between
zero and unity. The letter ‘E’ of the image has the
gray level of 1, the letter ‘X’ has the value of 2r3
and ‘P’ has a value of 1r3. The rest of the image
has zero gray level. The size of the rectangles was
chosen such that the four gray levels could be en-
coded. The obtained binary encoding and decoding

Ž . Ž .masks are seen in Fig. 3 b and Fig. 3 c , respec-
tively. Both masks had 256=256 pixels. The digi-

Ž . Ž .Fig. 4. Additional experimental results: a the input pattern; b
Ž .the reconstructed image; and c the correlation plane.

Ž . Ž .Fig. 5. Optical experiment: a the encoding mask; b the decod-
Ž .ing mask; and c the reconstructed image.

tally reconstructed information obtained as a result
Ž .of attaching multiplying the two masks is seen in

Ž .Fig. 3 d . One may see that the original image was
fully reconstructed including its original gray levels
Žsmaller reconstructed rectangles were obtained for

.the lower gray-scale values of the image . The output
Ž .detector a digital detector or a human eye , needs to

Ž .integrate over each individual n,m -pixel to obtain
an estimate for a certain gray level. It is clear
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however, that for large pixels the random movement
might be noticed, which leads to a slightly distorted
reconstruction.

The quality of reconstruction was checked by
performing a digital correlation test between the
original and reconstructed images. This was done

Ž .using a computer, based on the set up of Fig. 2 a .
Ž .The correlation plane is presented in Fig. 3 e . The

cross-section of the correlation peak is presented in
Ž .Fig. 3 f . It can be noticed that very sharp peak was

obtained, since its width is approximately 256r16s
Ž16 pixels this is the sharpest peak to be obtained for

.the spatial resolutions presented in this experiment .
Ž .A different input image can be seen in Fig. 4 a .

A gray level of 1 was used. The image was encoded
and decoded using the above-discussed method, and

Ž .the reconstructed information is seen in Fig. 4 b .
The correlation between the reconstructed image and

Ž .the original one is seen in Fig. 4 c . Note that in this
case as well, for images with spatial resolution higher
than 16=16 pixels, the rectangles of the recon-
structed image will not be seen and their area will be
directly translated to the appropriate gray level.

In addition to the above computer simulations, an
optical experiment has been carried out based on the

Ž .set-up presented in Fig. 2 a . The encoded object
was the name ‘OFIR’. Two 6=6 cm fixed masks
with 16=16 pixels were designed and attached to
each other. Spatially incoherent white light illumina-
tion was used. The encoding and decoding masks

Ž . Ž .can be seen in Fig. 5 a Fig. 5 b , respectively. The
Ž .optical reconstruction is shown in Fig. 5 c .

5. Conclusions

To conclude, a novel optical random encoding
technique for security systems was presented. The

technique is based upon using two masks: an encod-
ing mask and a decoding mask. Each mask has
random information, and therefore the encoded infor-
mation can be reconstructed only when those two
masks are attached together. Although the masks are
binary, the encoding of gray level as well as color
information is possible. The main advantage of this
approach is the fact that it is almost impossible to
decode by unauthorized people and has a simplified
optical implementation. Experimental results demon-
strate the performance of the new technique.
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